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Liquor, the
Servant of Man
By DR. FERDINAND C. HELWIG, Pathologist*
An Address given before the Kansas City Bar Association on "When Is
a Person Drunk? Or Some Medico-Legal Aspects of Acute
Alcoholic Intoxication."

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Kansas City Bar Association, Gentlemen:
In addition to discussing the question assigned to me in your bulletin, I have been asked by Mr. Whitebook to say a few words about our
book, "Liquor, the Servant of Man." In the time allotted it is impossible to give more than a fragmentary outline and perhaps mention some
of the sidelights of the writing of the book.
I first became interested in the subject of alcohol as a boy. My
father, who was a physician, frequently said that many of the horrible
effects which drinking was alleged to have upon the human body were
pure myths. At the age of thirteen, following my father's death, I went
to live with my grandparents and in our family was my grandmother's
older sister. All three of these older people were staunch advocates of
total abstinence. During my youth I heard from them many harrowing
tales about the dire pathologic effects of liquor on all the body organs.
My suspicions regarding the accuracy of these "scientific" observations
began to increase, however, as I observed many men in our town whom
I knew to be moderate or steady drinkers living to a ripe old age and
seeming to thrive and prosper in spite of dire predictions to the contrary.
In medical school I got my first opportunity to observe the insides of
men who had been heavy drinkers and also of many who had died as a
result of too much liquor. The resident physical properties of these
groups were surprisingly free of organic disease. Moreover, such diseases
as cirrhosis of the liver, hardening of the arteries, Bright's disease and the
*M.D., University of Kansas 1922: post-graduate, University of Berlin 1923-24:
Associate Professor of Pathology, Kansas University: author of numerous scientific
papers: co-author with Walton Hall Smith, "Liquor, the Servant of Man" (273 pages,
Little, Brown & Co., Boston).
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like that have been attributed to alcoholic indulgence were just as often,
in fact many of them were much more frequently found in the bodies of
teetotalers. These observations continued until I began to practice medicine and when my own grandmother died with classical liver cirrhosis
my worst suspicions were confirmed. I had always been told that it was
impossible to rule out alcohol in many instances of alleged total abstainers, but in the case of my own grandmother there would be no controversy, and as time went on innumerable examples of similar character
came to my attention.
One night the co-author of our b9ok, Walton Hall Smith, who has
written a number of novels and who has a native interest in medicine,
and I were having dinner together. During the dinner the conversation
turned to the question of alcohol being instrumental in the causation of
coronary artery disease. I stated that in my experience it was not a factor
but that quite the converse was true. Some similar casual remarks seemed
to surprise Mr. Smith a great deal and we decided to make further investigations of the alcohol literature. We were both greatly surprised in the
amount of confirmation we found and as we dug more deeply into the
subject we discovered much scientific data which we believed might
deserve recording in lay language in the form of a book. Practically all
of the adverse criticism that we have received of the book has come from
people who have not read it. The book neither advocates nor defends
alcohol. It is neither a Bible nor an encyclopedia. It comprises the evidence on both sides of the question. In a way I might say that the book
is a temperance lecture, that it is an advocate of temperance and not total
abstinence because once many of the alleged evils of drink have been
exposed as untrue, a little of the wickedness is taken out of moderate
drinking, and a great many people drink because they think it is just a
little bit wicked.
The book is divided into six chapters and starts out by mentioning to
whom it is written, specifying it is not written for the problem drinker,
the psychopathic drunkard or for the rabid temperance crusader, but is
addressed to the great audience who take a drink now and then and wonder if it is going to cause irrevocable damage to their bodies and intellects.
Beverage alcohol in one form or another has been consumed in all parts
of the world for about 30,000 years, and any custom that has been so
widespread and continuous must have a meaning. Beer was found in the
stone-age man's jugs. The earliest written records of Egypt, China and
Babylonia mention its use.
In the first chapter, "The Background of Drinking," the use of alcohol as a beverage is traced down to modern times. Chapter 2 takes up
the physiology and pathology of alcohol. Here we discuss the action of
alcohol on the body and its effects. In chapter 3, the medicinal action
Annual Convention--ColoradoSprings, September 27-28, 1940
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of alcohol is gone into and the beneficial results obtained in many diseases in which it was heretofore considered harmful is given considerable
space. The chapter on sex and the effect of alcohol on the race is backed
up by far-reaching and exhaustive experimental investigations which
affect a large number of popular conceptions. In the chapter on psychology or the reasons why people drink we have attempted to outline the
reasons why alcohol alleviates monotony and lightens the burden of
existence. The last chapter takes up a group of typical case histories,
summarizes points previously referred to and brings out new data to
prove these points.
When Is cr
After this brief outline I would now like to discuss the
Person Drunk? subject published in your bulletin, "Some Medico-Legal
Aspects of Acute Alcoholic Intoxication or When Is a
Person Drunk?" This question would seem to be extremely simple, as
I have never met anyone who didn't have at least fifty answers to it, all
different and all frequently wrong. I believe there is a correct answer
and will herewith try to set it forth. When is a person clinically and
legally drunk? Even. legal definitions are variable. Thus, the following
was handed down by a Texas court: "It is difficult to draw the line on
a drunk: There are the stages of being vivacious, foxy, tipsy and on a
high lonesome. It is about as difficult to determine when a young lady
gets to be an. old maid as to tell when a man has taken enough alcoholic
stimulant to pass the line between jolly sober and gentlemanly drunk."
Many years ago when Mr. Bowker and Mr. Moonface, two characters
in a Surtees novel, were debating the question before the Sublime Society,
their social club, the definition stood somewhat as follows:
Mr. Bowker: "It is enacted that no human shall be considered
drunk or liable to the pains and penalties contingent upon intoxication,
if he can lie still without holding."
Mr. Moonface: "Now after he is incapacitated from walking, if
he can lie still on the floor, is he considered sober?"
Mr. Bowker: "He is not considered drunk."
On the other side we have the opinion of a medical witness before
a court-martial who stated that "anyone who had taken a drink" even
though it be but a thimblefull of beer, was "under the influence."
British law has some humorous angles, such as the heavier penalties
imposed on an individual when in .charge of "any horses, carriage cattle
or steam engine, etc.," one writer mentioned the arrest of a circus employee who was drunk while in charge of a camel and a soldier who was
"drunk on the line of march while employed as a trombone player."
Thus, I suppose that a camel is a carriage animal and a trombone is
related to a steam engine.
Annual Convention--Colorado Springs, September 27-28, 1940
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Many Variables
in Clinical
Diagnosis

There are a great many variables in the clinical diagnosis of intoxication and it may be too heavy a burden
to impose upon a medical examiner, since the observations of the police and lay witnesses may be more important than the medical examination, because what happened on the
spot is extremely pertinent. Again, the demeanor and attitude of an
intoxicated individual at times are quite variable. Moreover, the emotional
effect of arrest in some mysterious way seems often to produce a redistribution of alcohol in the body. Some eighteen years ago when I was an
assistant police surgeon in Kansas City, I saw men brought in to the station who seemed to be sober or at most only on the border of intoxication. After incarceration they might go promptly to sleep, which to say
the least is unusual in one who is sober. This emotional effect of arrest
upon alcoholic intoxication is explained by some investigators as being
due to an increase of adrenalin in the blood brought on by the shock.
Animals whose adrenal glands have been removed are much more susceptible to alcohol than normal ones and we know that adrenaline produces constriction of blood vessels and raises blood pressure. The blood
vessels of the viscera are dilated and there is decreased rate of flow of alcohol-laden blood through the brain, while even moderate alcoholic indulgence will cause visceral vaso-constriction and an increase of blood containing alcohol in the brain.
An unconscious individual may be drunk and yet unconscious from
some other cause. On the other hand, he may not be drunk but has taken
a drink and be unconscious from a wide variety of conditions which may
require a very careful and accurate scientific medical examination to disclose the cause of his unconsciousness. The staggering gait is clasically
construed as the sign of drunkenness, yet there is a surprisingly long list
of neurological disorders unrelated to alcohol which will produce disturbances in the gait. One's ability to walk a strait line and other simple
tests of balance and coordination may likewise be due to a wide variety
of nervous disorders. We should also realize that the only legal implication of muscular incoordination is that the subject is incoordinated. On
the other hand, I have not once but several times seen a perfectly sober
individual who under arrest became so excited and upset that he talked
incoherently, was unable to sign his own name or even remember it. As
a result of this variation in clinical behavior and the difficulty of accurate
evaluation, a great deal of work has been done in the elaboration of chemical tests of body fluids in order to determine the correct degree of clinical
intoxication.
It is obvious from the outset that an analysis of the stomach content
is worthless because alcohol in the stomach isn't really in the system and
alcohol has to get to the brain before it produces any symptoms.
Annual Convention-ColoradoSprings, September 27-28, 1940
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The breath test or an analysis of the alcohol content of the
expired air is being used in many places as a criterion of
the degree of alcoholic intoxication. This test is subject
to considerable variation which may destroy its accuracy, the cooperation
of the exhalor, the depth of inspiration, the fact that the subject tested has
been hiccoughing, regurgitating, or vomiting and whether the subject has
very recently had a drink may all give false results. Moreover, the breath
test even if accurate will only give the alcohol concentration of the blood
and as will be shown later, although the blood concentration is closest to
the spinal fluid examination in scientific accuracy, it too is not entirely
fool proof.
Chemical examination of the urine is unsatisfactory because we do
not know when the urine was excreted from the kidney into the bladder.
There is also controversy among investigators as to the amount of alcohol excreted by the kidneys and the bladder urine concentration of alcohol can give us no uniformly accurate estimation of the brain concentration at the time of the alleged legal infraction. Moreover, there is
scientific controversy as to whether alcohol, per se, is a true diuretic or
whether the congenerics contained therein, such as the lupulin in hops,
the volatile oils of gin and tannins, higher alcohols and other congenerics
of whiskey may not be the actual diuretic agents.
Chemical analysis of the sputum is also not trustworthy since it
contains other oxidizable products and the increase in alcoholic content
of the sputum is often greater than that of the blood.
The blood concentration of alcohol has been used as an index of
clinical intoxication and has been so accepted in certain courts. In a consideration of the blood test as well as all the tests just outlined we must
take cognizance of the question of individual susceptibility or tolerance
to a given quantity of alcohol. Vahlmering has shown that alcohol is
uniformly distributed rather rapidly to the visceral organs but that its
distribution to the brain is much slower and finally the quantity of alcohol in the brain exceeds that of the other viscera.
Pringsheim habituated animals to alcohol and observed that they
oxidized alcohol 33 per cent faster than non-habituated animals, while
non-habituated animals would reach a 66 per cent higher blood alcohol
level than the habitues. He also observed that the liver, heart and brain
all burned alcohol in the habituated animal while in the non-habituated,
the liver alone took over the major task of burning up the alcohol.
Schweisheimer has conducted similar tests and made similar observations in the human and he showed similar findings for teetotalers and
seasoned drinkers to those observed by Pringsheim in animals.
It has also been shown that the average non-user of alcohol shows
the early symptoms of intoxication when the blood alcohol level reached
Annual Convention--ColoradoSprings, September 27-28, 1940
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. 15 per cent while in the habitue these same symptoms do not become
apparent until the blood level has reached .25. Thus the blood test,
although closest in scientific accuracy to any we have previously mentioned, still falls short of being perfect and all that it can prove is that
the disturbed faculties of an individual could have been due to the ingestion of alcohol.
The One
Correct Test

At the outset I stated that I thought there was one correct
answer to the question of when is a person clinically and
legally drunk and I will now attempt to set it forth.
Gettler and Tiber 'carefully analyzed a perfectly huge series of brains,
6,000 in all. They determined the alcohol. content of the spinal fluid,
the brain and the blood and had accurate records of clinical behavior on
all of the individuals whose brains were studied. From this unbelievably
large series of carefully controlled chemical and clinical observations they
showed conclusively that the degree of drunkenness depends on the
amount of alcohol present in the brain and that it is the same for chronic
drinkers and total abstainers alike. In other words, regardless of the
previous alcoholic habits of an individual, the degree of clinical intoxication depends on the percentage of alcohol present in the brain. Investigation further revealed that there is a constant ratio between the alcoholic
content of the spinal fluid and the quantity present in the brain. Therefore, by using a simple arithmetical formula a chemical examination of
the spinal fluid can give the alcohol concentration in the brain, while the
blood-brain ratio is not constant.
Thus in closing it appears that the diagnosis of borderline alcoholic
intoxication is subject to many pitfalls. There are many clinical and
psychological variables that must be taken into consideration and none
of the standard tests for analyzing body fluids except chemical analysis
of the spinal fluid can be used with uniform accuracy to determine the
brain alcohol content. The brain alcohol content is a true index of clinical intoxication and is the same in both novice and seasoned drinker. A
spinal fluid examination requires the services of a skilled physician, hence
such a test will never be brought into general use because it cannot be
carried out routinely without certain dangers.
May I express my sincere appreciation of the privilege and the honor
that has been accorded me to appear before this Association.
Following Dr. Helwig's address a spontaneous barrage of questions
came from the floor and thereafter for over an hour Dr. Helwig in an
impromptu manner answered same. A few typical questions and answers are as follows:
Q. It has been stated that it is more harmful to take a drink before
a meal than after, while others have stated that it is more harmful to
drink after a meal than before. What is your opinion of this?
Annual Convention--ColoradoSprings, September 27.28, 1940
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A:. Alcohol is absorbed more rapidly by an empty stomach. It
gets into the blood much faster. Any food will absorb a certain amount
of alcohol and some foods, fats in particular, and cream especially, absorb
alcohol to a more striking degree than any other foods known. When
cream is taken, and this is followed by a drink, for some unaccountable
reason a portion of the alcohol seems to vanish and cannot be recovered.
The stronger the content of alcohol in the beverage, the more apt it is to
produce an increased secretion of mucus in the stomach, thus, it acts as a
mild irritant when alcohol is taken in concentrated form on an empty
stomach. Furthermore, such concentrated solutions produce symptoms
of intoxication much more rapidly. If alcohol is taken after the stomach
is filled with food the alcohol will be absorbed more slowly and will not
cause intoxication as readily since it does not accumulate in the brain as
rapidly.
Q. Is it true that olive oil taken before drinking will keep one
from becoming intoxicated?
A. Any edible oil, such as cream, butter, olive oil, etc., taken into
the stomach decreases the rapidity of absorption of alcohol.
Q. Which is the best for one to drink, old or young whiskey?
A. The main difference between old and young whiskey is the
taste, odor and the character of the congenerics. These latter substances
are non-volatile acids, esters, tannins, glycerine, etc. There is a tendency
to an increase in these congenerics as whiskey grows older and the congenerics are the substances which tend to produce stomach irritation. The
charcoal in the barrel slowly absorbs the disagreeable odors of young
whiskey but it does not decrease the production of irritating congenerics.
Most whiskey men believe that four or five-year-old whiskey is sufficiently aged and that further aging does not improve its taste or quality.
Moreover, toxicologists have shown that further aging will tend to increase the irritating congenerics.
Q. What is best for one to drink, Scotch or bourbon whiskey?
A. All straight bourbon whiskey contains congenerics. There is
also a greater amount of alcoholic content of bourbon whiskey over
Scotch as a rule. Although alcohol is the main toxin in any whiskey,
the congenerics come next. Practically all Scotch whiskies are blended,
or in other words cut with neutral spirits, therefore there is not only a
decreased amount of alcohol but a similar, even more marked decrease in
the congeneric content of Scotch because neutral spirits are practically
free of congenerics.
Q. What amount of whiskey is necessary to produce intoxication?
A. There are so many variables which include individual tolerAnnual Convention-ColoradoSprings, September 27-28, 1940
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ance, size and weight of the individual, previous alcoholic habits, general physical condition at the time of ingestion, contents of the stomach
at the time of ingestion and the amount and character of the dilutents
with which the beverage is consumed, that such a question is almost impossible to answer. We all know heavy drinkers who have built a very
high tolerance for alcohol over a period of years. Suddenly their tolerance vanishes. These drinkers were previously known as "two-bottle
men" and for some strange reason they suddenly became incapable of
oxidizing alcohol. I have known several such instances wherein two
small drinks would produce symptoms of intoxication in a man previously able to hold large amounts without any demonstrable symptoms.
This phenomenon may be explained on the theory that not infrequently
chronic alcoholics fail to eat and use chiefly the energy supplied by alcohol
as food. Due to this obvious dietary deficiency with concomitant vitamin deficiency, certain fatty changes take place in the liver. Therefore,
the liver becomes incapable of burning alcohol rapidly.
Q. Is it true that chronic drunkards are more apt to have pneumonia than moderate or non-drinkers?
A. I think it true that men who are intoxicated have a much lower
resistance to infection by the pneumococcus, which is the organism causing pneumonia. Recently, some very elaborate scientific investigations
have shown that animals who are intoxicated with alcohol have a much
lower resistance to infection from the bacteria causing pneumonia. On
the other hand, the animals used were kept in a state of alcoholic stupor.
Such a renowned physician as Joseph Miller of Chicago has stated that
small amounts of alcohol in doses insufficient to produce intoxication
may add comfort and provide food to a patient suffering with pneumonia.
Q. Does alcohol stimulate one?
A. In our book we state that "you can't do anything better after
drinking, from the crudest muscular effort to the most delicate thought
process. Alcohol is a relaxer. If you are doing a good job of something
after a couple of drinks you are doing it in spite of them."
Q. How would you define intoxication?
A. I have stated already that the definitions of intoxication are
quite variable, but I think a good definition would be that intoxication
is a state in which an individual is so much under the influence of alcohol
as to have lost control of his faculties to the extent that it has rendered
him unable to perform properly the occupation at which he is employed
at the material time and as a result he may become a menace to himself or
to others.
Annual Convention-Colorado Springs, September 27-28, 1940

Why Legal
Adverfising ?
By ROY 0. SAMSON*
Just why do we have statutes requiring "legal advertising," or
"public notices"? I sometimes wonder if the lawyer who drafts a public
notice and the editor who publishes it have any better appreciation of the
essential function of legal advertising than the unthinking reader who
can't understand why the back pages of his newspaper are cluttered with
such stuff. I will endeavor to outline for you the indispensable part
played by legal advertising in the operation of our government and the
administration of our laws.
The statutes of the State of Colorado require newspaper publication
of certain notices incident to private litigation or the administration of
public office.
Legal advertisements fall into two general classes in accordance with
the purposes which they serve. One is the PUBLIC ACCOUNTING
NOTICE, and the other is the WARNING NOTICE.
The public accounting notice is the published report of the fiscal
transactions or legislative work of governmental bodies, or individuals
who are discharging a public trust. This type of notice is the best protection which the taxpayer has against incompetent or unscrupulous public officials. It is also the best protection a public official has against any
possible charge of concealment. It is his report of his stewardship.
The warning notice, or notice to persons interested, tells those persons that some action is about to be taken or proceeding instituted which
will affect their interests. Such notices constitute the best guaranty
which the individual citizen has of the security of his property and his
constitutional rights.
The value of the public accounting type of legal advertising is
usually readily apparent to anyone whose attention is directed to it. Such
notices as city council proceedings, county commissioners' proceedings,
school board reports, bank statements, treasurers' reports, etc., are included in the public accounting group.
No public official will spend money like a drunken sailor if a list of
his expenditures is going to be.published at the end of the month for all
of his constituents to look over, and no dealer "on the inside track" is
*Of the Denver bar.

(Courtesy of Henry L. Woodfender, Jr., of the Michigan

bar.)
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going to sell the county, municipality, or school district a bill of goods
at an exorbitant price when every competitor he has will go over the list
of expenditures with a fine tooth comb the minute it is published.
I do not mean to say that the published proceedings required by
law, relating to public affairs, halve completely stamped out incompetency
and malfeasance in public office, but I do say that such legal advertising is
the cheapest and most effective insurance the taxpayers can buy on the
ability and integrity of their elected officials.
If there is any fault to be found with legal advertisements of this
type it is that there are two few of them. Many offices of a public nature
which are not now required to publish reports of their activities, might
very well be required to do so. Some of the reports now required might
well be required in more detail, with additional benefit to taxpayers.
Condensing reports of public proceedings into a form shorter than
required under the statutes satisfies neither the law nor the public. When,
or if, such unnecessary condensations are made there is always the grave
danger that suspicion might be aroused. The public wants itemized
reports more than it does lump sum reports.
Some may think that the sole reason for legal advertising is to provide revenue for the newspaper and that no useful purpose is served. But
you and I know that the legislature doesn't pass. laws just for the sake of
playing Santa Claus for Colorado newspaper editors.
Into the second general class, the warning notices, fall many different kinds of advertisements legally provided for in many different kinds
of proceedings. Public Trustee's Sale, Sheriff's Sale, Estate Matters,
Quieting Titles, Divorce Summons, and many others are included in this
type of proceedings. I will not attempt to discuss each of the notices in
this category here.
However, there is in general a two-fold purpose behind them.
First, to safeguard the defendant in any litigation by requiring the plaintiff to give him notice of the institution of suit; personally if possible, if
not, then by publishing a notice in a newspaper of general circulation in
the community, provided such newspaper is a legal newspaper under the
laws of Colorado. Second, to provide for the plaintiff a means of exercising his legal rights against the defendant when the latter cannot possibly be served personally.
As a safeguard to the defendant the legal advertisement is indispensabje in our law. The individual citizen's inherent right to security in
his person and property is universally recognized in civilized society. It
is guaranteed in the fifth and fourteenth amendments to our Federal
Constitution and in our own State Constitution in the following language: "No person shall be * * * deprived of life, liberty, or property,
Annual Convention-ColoradoSprings, September 27-28, 1940
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without due process of law." That is unquestionably the most sacred
guaranty in our fundamental law. In present-day complex society the
statutory "legal notice" is most important in effectively preserving that
guarantee.
"Due process of law" normally requires the plaintiff personally to
serve the defendant with notice of his claim so that the defendant may
be given his day in court.
But today it is frequently a practical impossibility to find the defendant to give him a personal notice and in such cases the statute requires the plaintiff to do the next best thing, which is to publish the
notice as widely as possible in the community where the defendant may
hear of it. Surely this next best thing, publication, is vastly better than
to permit the plaintiff to take the property without any notice whatever
to anyone. If the statutes did permit such a taking they would clearly
violate the "due process" clause in our fundamental law.
The person who usually "kicks" about the necessity for the "legal
advertisement" and its cost is the plaintiff.
Too infrequently does he realize that if it were not for the substituted service of notice which is made available to him by statute, the legal
advertisement, his hands would be tied when he came to prosecute his
right of action against a defendant unless he could find the defendant and
serve him personally. In many cases this would be impossible-in others
very slow and very expensive.
The plaintiff should be most thankful for the statutory provision
for service by publication.
I have attempted to show, in a general way, that newspaper advertising performs a very important function in our legal system.
It safeguards the pocketbooks of our taxpayers with an effectiveness
that could be accomplished in no other way; it furnishes the only means
of fulfilling in a practical way the constitutional guaranty of security to
every citizen.
I am sincerely of the opinion that so-called "legal news" is just as
important in the effective preservation of our constitutional guaranties of
security as the work of the fire department in the preservation of our
homes.
I think you have a great opportunity for service to your respective
communities by obtaining more adequate protection for our citizens
through more widespread use of legal advertising.
There is just one more thing I wish to add-and perhaps it is the
most important of all. The whole purpose of legal advertising is prostiAnnual Convention--ColoradoSprings, September 27-28, 1940
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tuted unless it is placed in a legitimate newspaper with a bona fide general circulation in the community where it is published. The proper
use of legal advertising is peculiarly a joint responsibility of the editors
who publish such advertising and the lawyers who draft and place it for
publication.
Fortunately for Colorado, there are some farseeing regulations and
definitions relative to what constitutes a legal newspaper in which legal
advertisements can be published. These regulations are a safeguard for
all those who may be interested in such legal publications because they
make it impossible to hide or bury legals. The public is protected.

JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN JUDICATURE SOCIETY
STARTS NEW CIRCULATION POLICY

Announcement to All Readers of This Journal
For nearly three years every member of the American Bar Association has received this Journal. To all of these members it has been sent
without charge to the recipients. This increased circulation became possible through the allocation of bar members dues to the extent of ten
cents per year as a subscription price, and the fund so created amounted
to about forty per cent of the cost of publishing and mailing six numbers
annually. The remainder of the cost was borne by the Society, which is
mainly financed through its membership dues.
The arrangement has been very highly appreciated by the officers
and the members of the Judicature Society. This appreciation was evidenced by an increase in pages and cost of publishing. At least fortyfive per cent more pages of text have been printed.
This number is the last under the cooperative arrangement. There
has been disappointment from the fact that the American Bar Association
membership has not increased as much as was expected. The association's
duties, or obligations, increase inevitably. It must look to membership
dues for its existence. Its rules for admission would not interfere with
reception of more members than have been enrolled at any time. The
slow growth is of course attributable in part to a general reduction in the
demand for lawyers' services, but some share must be alloted to the fact
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that too many practitioners have not learned to appreciate the value of the
services rendered by the association. Not to have a national bar association so organized as to register authentic bar opinion and to represent
constituent state and local associations would be unthinkable. This representation has considerably increased the cost of operation without having adequately produced new revenue. The board of governors has
struggled with an obdurate problem and has been obliged to reduce
expenditures wherever possible.
Until three years ago the Judicature Society Journal had been sent
free for twenty years to every lawyer who wished to receive it. The Society now reverts to that primary policy. On the last page of this issue
readers who are not members of the Society (paying dues of five dollars
annually) will please sign their, names to a coupon and mail it to the
Society's office.'
There is nothing novel about a free circulation of this Journal.
Nearly forty years ago the Short Ballot Organization made its great contribution to government by free circulation of information concerning
ideas and progress in municipal government. Professor Woodrow Wilson was the honorary chairman of that organization, and Richard S.
Childs, the father of the city-manager form of government, was the
active worker. To Childs, more than to any other one person, may be
attributed the values that have flowed from efficient government in hundreds of cities. It was his innovation and success that led to the creation
of the Judicature Society, and it was to Charles F. Ruggles that credit
2
belongs for financing the Society during its first twelve years.
In 1930 this Journal reached a top circulation of over 10,000 copies, being for some time assisted by certain state and local bar associations
that paid the full cost of copies for their members. The time came when
no bar association could afford this assistance, but never has there been a
time when any person has been refused a place on our mailing list, and
never a time when the circulation has fallen below five thousand copies.
The return to the earlier basis of distribution has the advantage of
extending Journal circulation to many bar association executives and
faithful members who have not belonged to the national association. It
is earnestly hoped that the change will not reduce the number of ABA
members who have been reading the Journal.
1
During the past three years there has been a subscription price of twenty cents per
year, as required for the second class postal rate. Those who have paid in advance will
have their money refunded on request.
'For a brief history of the Society, and description of its policies and methods, see
article in vol. 20, p. 9, June, 1936.
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Instructions

Are Full of Bunk,
Avers Federal Judge
The most inefficient discharge of duty in the administering of justice
is the charge to the jury because of the concept of legal technical phraseology, according to Judge T. Blake Kennedy, United States District
Judge for Wyoming. Urging simplification of instructions, Judge Kennedy, who spoke before the Federal Judicial Conference of the Tenth
Circuit, held in Denver, stated that ninety per cent of the instructions
given to a jury are couched in legal phraseology which is of no value to
the layman.
As a result the jury either disregards the instruction or becomes confused in analyzing it. Hence most instructions become merely excess
effort on the part of the judge in an attempt to discharge his duty. To
escape reversal judges are prone to give approved instructions. Many of
these instructions are meaningless to a jury, as for example the accepted
definition of "proximate cause."
The ideal instructions should outline clearly the issues of facts made
by the case. Then the decision of the issues could be left to the jury.
The instructions should be concise, pertinent to the fact in issue, and
brief. If instructions are so framed, the jury can function much more
readily and better.
Technical instructions, on the other hand, which properly state the
law in abstract form are of no value to a jury. Instructions should be
made applicable to the facts in the given case.
Judge Kennedy, who is noted for the type of instructions which he
gives in a case, doubted if there is much hope at the present time of returning to a practical basis because of the concepts and decisions which surround the giving of instructions. However, he pointed out, most juries
soon settle down to decide whether the facts actually happen as charged
in an indictment or in a complaint or whether they did not, independently of the instructions.
In the opinion of Judge Kennedy, the giving of instructions has
failed of its purpose because of the error and abuse which have crept into
our conceptions of the proper functions of a jury. Some of the errors and
misconceptions are: (I) that the jury is merely an adjunct to the judge
instead of a separate and distinct component part of the judicial system;
(2) that. the average juror or layman is less capable of analyzing the
facts than is a judge, whereas some jurors are markedly adept in such
work which is obviously not dependent upon legal training; (3) that
trial judges frequently comment in too great detail on the evidence,
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thereby invading the function of the jury; (4) that trial judges frequently give erroneous impressions to a jury which are difficult to overcome; and (5) that lengthy charges are of value, whereas they are not,
especially if couched in legal language, since the jury soon becomes inattentive. Judge Kennedy pointed out that judges are too apt to be apprehensive that the jury will not discharge its duties, and this fact together
with the lack of time in which a judge has to prepare instructions in an
involved trial, may undo much good that instructions would otherwise
accomplish.
This lack of time in which to prepare instructions is particularly
dangerous if a judge is inclined to be a free talker, since loose and illconsidered instructions creep in, resulting in reversal in an appellate court.
On the whole, Judge Kennedy believes that there is "more unadulterated bunk" in jury instructions than in any other phase of jurisprudence. In many cases a jury often makes up its mind by the process of
elimination, rather than by aid of instructions. A set of good instructions, Judge Kennedy concluded, was one that was brief and concise,
clearly defined the issues, was as free as possible from legal phraseology,
and aided the jury to solve its problems, but did not in effect solve these
problems for the jury.
This is a summary of the remarks of Judge Kennedy, who spoke
at the judicial conference. The judge did not prepare a written address
for this occasion. Other speeches at the conference appeared in the July
issue of DICTA, 12 Rocky Mountain Law Review 1, and 26 A. B. A.
Journal 592. It is planned to make this conference an annual affair to
bring about open discussions on federal procedure by practicing lawyers.
This plan is in accordance with the Administrative Office Act, which provides that there shall be held annually in each federal circuit a conference
of all circuit and district judges in the circuit, with participation by representatives of the bar for the purpose of considering the state of the business of the courts and devising ways and means of improvement.

LAVERY APPOINTED A. B. A. EDITOR
Urban A. Lavery has just been appointed managing editor of the
American Bar Association to succeed Joseph R. Taylor, who retired last
fall. Mr. Lavery attended the University of Denver Law" School for a
short time a number of years ago. He served as legislature draftsman
for the Illinois Constitutional Convention, and as annotator on several
Illinois publications. For a number of years he was counsel for various
governmental agencies, and for a time was employed in the editorial
department of the We.st Publishing Company.
Annual Convention--Colorado Springs, September 27.28, 1940
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Robert H. Jackson to Speak at Annual Meeting to Be Held
in Colorado Springs, September 27 and 28
Robert H. Jackson, Attorney General of the United States, will
deliver the main address at the Annual Meeting of the Colorado Bar
Association, according to Edward L. Wood of Denver, convention chairman, Mr. Jackson will speak Friday evening, September 27th, in the
Little Theatre of the Broadmoor Hotel at Colorado Springs.
This year's program brings several innovations. Sectional meetings
will be held Saturday morning, September 28th, and a type of legal
institute is planned for that afternoon. Irrigation lawyers in the state
have proposed a section on irrigation be added to the State Bar organization. An interesting program of discussion has been built around the
topic of underground waters and federal-state relationships in water
problems.
During the time that the sectional meeting on irrigation is being
held, a similar meeting dealing with probate law and practice is also
scheduled. Having for its theme-What the law now is and what the
laiv should be-this section has as speakers both probate judges and
practicing attorneys.
The legal institute meeting, which will be held on Saturday afternoon, will deal with trial practice. A trial judge will make suggestions
in pleading and proving a case, and several lawyers will discuss the methods of preparing and trying a case.
Jesse R. S. Budge of Salt Lake City, candidate on the Republican
ticket for Justice of the Supreme Court of Utah, will be the only speaker
at the Annual Banquet. It is planned to terminate the dinner by not
later than 10:30 o'clock P. M. An entertainment program has been
arranged for the ladies. The tentative program follows:
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 27
(NOTE: All meetings will commence immediately at the time
scheduled)
10:00 A. M. First Session (Broadmoor Hotel, Little Theatre)
Edward L. Wood of Denver, Senior Vice-President,
presiding
Reading of Minutes of last Annual Meeting
Report of Committee on Membership
Report of the Executive Committee
Report of the Treasurer-Edward C. King of Denver
Report of the Secretary-Win. Hedges Robinson, Jr., of
Denver
Appointment of Special Auditing Committee
Report of Standing Committees
Report of Special Committees
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11:00 A. M.
12:00 Noon

2:30 P. M.

6:00 P. M.
6:00 P. M.
8:00 P. M.

10:00 A. M.

10:00 A. M.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 27-Continued
First Meeting of Board of Governors (State Bar Headquarters)
Luncheon-Broadmoor Hotel Dining Room
Entertainment program by Law Club of Denver
Gordon Johnson of Denver, presiding
Second Session (Little Theatre)
John R. Clark of Glenwood Springs, Vice-president,
presiding
President's Address
Open meeting for discussion of proposed new Rules of
Civil Procedure for Colorado-Philip S. Van Cise
of Denver, Committee Chairman, presiding
Group steak fry for members, wives and guests
Rotten Log Hollow, Cheyenne Mountain
Dinner for Past Presidents of the Association
Annual Address (Little Theatre)
Wim. R. Kelly of Greeley, President, presiding
Address: Robert H. Jackson, Attorney General of the
United States
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 28
Section Meeting on Water Rights
Malcolm Lindsey of Denver, Chairman, presiding
1. Introduction remarks by Section Chairman, including references to Recent Development in Water Adjudication Law
2. "Underground Water Law," A. W. McHendrie of
Pueblo
3. Discussion of the McHendrie paper
4. "Relationship of State and Federal Governments in
Our Colorado Water Development," Clifford H.
Stone of Fort Collins
5. Discussion of Stone paper
6. Conference on by-laws and permanent organization
of Section
Section Meeting on Probate Law and Practice (Little
Theatre)-Hugh D. Henry of Denver, presiding
1. Sale of Real Estate with or without a Power
2. Claims
3. Powers of Personal Representatives
4. Descent and Determination of Heirship
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SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 28-Continued

12:00 Noon
2:30 P. M.

6:00 P. M.
7:00 P. M.

10:30 P. M.

10:00 A. M.

5. Notices
6. Bonds
Papers by Judge C. Edgar Kettering of Denver,
Judge H. Lawrence Hinkley of Sterling, and others
Luncheon-Broadmoor Hotel Dining Room
Program by Junior Bar Conference
Third Session (Little Theatre)
Jacob S. Schey of Longmont, Vice-president, presiding
Symposium on Trial Practice-Arthur H. Laws of Denver, presiding
1. "Jury Trials," Judge Claude C. Coffin of Ft. Collins
2. "Preparation for Trial," Kenneth W. Robinson of
Denver
3. "Trial of a Case," John N. Mabry of Trinidad
Report of Committee on Revision of By-laws
Special orders
Unfinished business
Nomination of Officers
New business
Election of Officers
Cocktail Party-Palm Room
Annual Dinner-Informal (Ball Room)
Win. R. Kelly, President, presiding
Speaker--Jesse R. S. Budge, Salt Lake City, Utah
Presentation of new Officers
Dancing in Tavern
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 29
Junior Bar Conference-Hugh D. Henry of Denver,
presiding

PROGRAM FOR LADIES
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 27
4:00-5:30 P. M. Tea and Reception
6:00 P. M. Steak Fry-Rotten Log Hollow
2:00 P. M.
6:00 P. M.
7:00 P. M.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 28
Trip by cable car to summit of Mt. Manitou
Cocktail Party-Palm Room
Annual Dinner in Ball Room-Informal
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All Colorado Lawyers Receive Code Revision Draft;
Subscriptions Still Needed for Code Fund
Copies of the second proposed draft of the rules were mailed to
every attorney in the state during the latter part of July, according to
Philip Van Cise of Denver, chairman of the Code Revision Committee.
More than 1,725 copies were mailed out.
Lawyers desiring to criticize the draft should have their criticisms
to Chairman Van Cise by September 1st. A discussion will be had on
the revision at the annual meeting of the State Association, and the final
draft will thereafter be submitted to the Supreme Court for action.
The cost of this work to date has exceeded $1,500. A-committee
working under Chairman Wilbur Denious of Denver is attempting to
raise the $700 required to meet this cost. Out-of-Denver lawyers, especially in Pueblo, Grand Junction, and Greeley, have contributed to the
fund in greater numbers proportionally than in Denver. Several lawyers
have doubled their original subscriptions. All lawyers who have failed
so far to contribute to the fund are asked to send checks to either Mr.
Denious or to Edward C. King, treasurer of the State Bar.
Due to a misprint, the name of John W. O'Hagan and Clay Apple
were erroneously spelled in the previous published list of contributors.
Persons who have sent in contributions since the last list was published
are:
Winters Z4 Nagel, Denver
Charles Sabin, La Junta
Hodges-Vidal 1&Goree, Denver
A. T. Stewart, Pueblo
H. W. Martin, Monte Vista
Henry Allen, La Junta
George W. Lane, Durango
S. Arthur Henry, Denver
Beise 1&McCloskey, Durango
Denver
Allen,
Worth
James M. Noland, Durango
Rothgerber Z4 Appel, Denver
R. S. Clements, Durango
Dudley Strickland, Sr., Denver
A. Rex Mollette, Durango
Schey &3Schey, Longmont
Emigh & Hatfield, Durango
Assn.
Bar
Southeastern Colorado
Frederick P. Cranston, Denver
The Weld County Bar Association at the meeting held July 1,
1940, elected the following officers for the coming year:
E. H. Houtchens, Greeley
President .... ----------------------------------Lee J. West, Greeley
Vice-President -------------------------------M. Gilbert, Greeley
Robert
----------Secretary-Treasurer
Crist, Fort Lupton
E.
an
Herm
----------------------------------D irector
David J. Miller, Greeley
Director -------------------------------------------The John W. O'Hagans of Greeley announced the arrival on June
27th of a baby girl. They have named her Maureen. According to
John, the "wife and baby are doing nicely, but the father is in doubt."
Annual Convention--Colorado Springs, September 27-28, 1940

Current Events of
Bench and Bar
By FRED E. NEEF
Harvard Will Experiment with New Law Course
Harvard University will experiment, in a limited way, this fall
with a new seven-year legal education plan. The course will call for
three years of broad cultural training, two years of grounding in the law,
and then two more years of law combined with liberal arts courses. The
important feature of the plan is the fact that difficult courses in the social
sciences will be given at a time when the student's mind is more mature
and better disciplined, and he has become inculcated with the professional
as distinguished from the collegiate attitude toward his work.
Judicial Certainty Better than Speed
Judge Curtis D. Wilbur, of the United States Circuit Court of
Appeals of the Ninth Circuit, recently warned judges attending the annual conference for the Ninth Circuit against hurrying their decisions
through systems designed to speed up procedure. While in sympathy
with the ideal of promptness and dispatch in the handling of business,
Judge Wilbur said a judge should take all the time he needs to form a
satisfactory conclusion before he decides a case.
I. C. C. Examines Lay Practitioners
Where a federal agency takes effective steps to see that lay practitioners before it are actually qualified, practice of law by non-lawyers can be
reduced to the vanishing point. A striking illustration of this is the
I. C. C. written examination instituted in August, 1938, which requires
the lay applicant to pass a comprehensive examination designed to show
whether he is technically qualified to render a valuable service to his
clients. Results of this examination last year show that of the 1,272
applicants admitted to practice only 27 or two per cent were non-lawyers.
Negligent Notary Held Liable for Loss
A rather common form of notarial carelessness ended in a $2,000
recovery on the notary's bond as the result of a decision handed down
by the Supreme Court of Tennessee.
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The notary had certified that she was personally acquainted with
an individual who was executing a deed. Actually she did not know
him, and he was an imposter. On the faith of this deed the grantee obtained a bank loan for $2,000. The court held the notary was liable by
statute for negligence resulting in loss to another.
Number of Law Schools Same, but Fewer Students Enrolled
There was no increase in the number of law schools in the United
States during the past year, but there was a substantial drop in the number of students enrolled. A report issued by the American Bar Association rioted that there were-still 108 schools, but that whereas student
enrollment last year was 37,406, it had dropped this year to 34,539.
The decrease in enrollment was assigned to the increased entrance
requirements and also an increase, in many schools, of tuition rates.
Advance Sheet Hours
•The Kings County Bar Association has been giving a series of
symposia called "Advance Sheet Hours" each Monday from 5:15 to
6:15 in the afternoon, at which time the association sponsors discussion
of cases reported in the advance sheets for the preceding week.
Experts in various branches of the law, specialists in given subjects,
serve as lecturers. After an hour's talk on the interesting features of outstanding cases, questions pertinent to the cases are answered by the lecturer.
New Criminal Procedure Advocated
After a year of deliberation, Congress has passed legislation, approved by the President, completing the United States Supreme Court's
rule-making power by giving it authority to prescribe rules of pleading,
practice and procedure in criminal cases.
Actively urged by the American Bar Association, this new legislation also bears the endorsement of the American Judicature Society. This
new Act completes the restoration to the Supreme Court of its ancient
powers. Similar legislation regarding civil procedure was passed in 1934,
and the power to regulate procedure after verdict in criminal cases was
restored to the court in 1933.
Annual Convention-ColoradoSprings, September 27-28, 1940

Supreme Court Decisions
Negligence; Personal Injuries; Automobiles; Physical Facts; Evidence;
Joint Negligence; Joinder of Parties. Nos. 14553, 14554, 14555.
Decided April 22, 1940-Alden et al. v. Ownbey; Alden et al. v.
Berg; Alden et al. v. Stenborn. District Court, Boulder County.
Hon. Claude C. Coffin, Judge. Affirmed. In Department.
HELD: 1. Evidence considered and found to be such that the jury
was not required to indulge in arbitrary deductions from physical law
and facts.
2. " 'So frequently do unlooked-for results attend the meeting of
interacting forces that courts should not indulge in arbitrary deductions
from physical law and fact except where they appear to be so clear and
irrefutable that no room is left for the entertainment, by reasonable
minds, of any other.' "
3.

" '* * * If the combination of the negligent acts of two or

more persons gives force and direction to events necessarily resulting in
an oWcasion for paying damages, they are jointly and severally liable, and
the injured person may recover from either or all. * * * Ordinarily the
comparative culpability of the two will not affect the joint and several
liabilities of either.' "
4. "It is never proper to permit a party to prove that a witness
for the adverse party made statements previous to the trial at variance
with his testimony on the witness stand, without first having called the
attention of the witness to the particular contradictory statements, as
well as the time and place it is claimed such were made, in order to afford
him an opportunity to deny or explain the same and give the particulars
of the conversations and circumstances under which the purported statement was made."
Opinion by Mr. Justice Knous. Mr. Chief Justice Hilliard and
Mr. Justice Young concur.
Negligence; Automobiles; Instructions; Corporations; Liability. No.
14628. Decided April 22, 1940. Jackson, etc. v. Wilhelm. District Court, Denver. Hon. George F. Dunklee, Judge. Reversed in
Part,Affirmed in Part. In Department.
HELD: 1. Where driver of a truck, weighing, with cargo, 33,000
pounds, and which is 8 feet in width, 34 feet long, and I1 feet high, has
been driving same for 80 miles on slippery, icy road under unusual conAnnual Convention--ColoradoSprings, September 27-28, 1940
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ditions, it was his duty to exercise unusual care, having in mind the
weight of the truck and cargo.
2. Evidence considered and found to be sufficient to warrant finding of the jury that the driver of the truck did not employ such care and
caution as a reasonably prudent person would have exercised under all
the circumstances.
3.
"On motion for directed verdict, or on review, the evidence is
to be considered in the light most favcrable to plaintiff."
4. Where more than one inference as to negligence may be drawn
from the evidence, the facts become solely a question for the jury.
5.
The trial court committed no error in refusing to give an instruction which omitted the necessary element that the driver must
employ such care as a reasonably prudent and careful person would exercise under all the circumstances present.
6. "The principle that the fiction of corporate entity will be disregarded by the courts, when the ends of justice require it, now meets with
approval in most jurisdictions."
7. Where J personally owned truck causing accident and owned
business under which it was being operated at time of accident, and
where about six weeks later a corporation is organized to which all of J's
property involved in the business is transferred, and where it appears that
its capitalization is $10,000-200 shares at $50.00 per share--of wJhich
J owned 60 shares and a third party, who had no prior connection with
the business, invested therein and became the owner of some stock, there
is no authority that would impose corporate liability for the accident.
8. A different situation would arise if the contention were made
that the transfer to the corporation was effected for the purpose of defrauding creditors.
9. There is no requirement that since the case was tried against the
owner J, the driver, and the corporation, the judgment be reversed as to
all defendants merely because the judgment is reversed as to the corporation.
Opinion by Mr. Justice Bock. Mr. Justice Knous and Mr. Justice
Burke concur.
Water Rights. No. 14445. Decided April 22, 1940-Trinchera Irrigation District v. First National Bank. District Court, Costilla
County. Hon. John I. Palmer, Judge. Affirmed. En Banc.
HELD: 1. There is no statute fixing the minimum or maximum
duty of water; and the question is left to the determination of the courts.
Each court is to consider the question with reference to the territory to be
irrigated, climatic conditions, soil conditions, etc.
* Opinion by Mr. Justice Bakke. Mr. Justice Bouck dissents.
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Water Rights; Injunction; Appeal and Error. No. 14659. Decided
April 22, 1940-Blanchardet at. v. Holland et al. District Court,
Garfield County. Hon. John R. Clark, Judge. Reversed. In Dept.
HELD: 1. It is the general rule that injunctive relief may not be
granted when there is involved the necessity of an adjudication of property rights in water and an easement to convey whatever might be so
adjudicated to the plaintiffs.
2. Injunctive relief should not be granted except in a clear case
and to prevent irreparable damage.
3.
But where there is sufficient allegation of title to the water by
purchase and a contract right to said water, the trial court erred in granting a motion for non-suit.
4.
"Where, as here, a landowner discloses by his evidence a record
ownership of water necessary for use on said land, and by evidence, received and offered, a user thereof by himself and predecessors in title
under such original conveyance is shown, it would be a strange situation
if defendants by a mere assertion of ownership, or of plaintiffs' loss of
ownership by virtue of statutes of limitation, could prevent the latter
from proving their riglhts by testimony and having their existence determined for the purpose of securing the protection of injunctive relief."
5.
"In equity that which can be made certain should be so considered."
6. Where the evidence clearly shows plaintiffs to have ditch easements for conveying water to irrigate their land, equity has jurisdiction
to protect such easements, even though it may be necessary to introduce
testimony to show its extent or location.
7. Where a court acquires jurisdiction to restrain interference with
plaintiffs' use of water, it might properly retain jurisdiction and determine all the rights of the parties.
8. An assignment of error based on the sustaining of the motion
for non-suit involves solely a question of law, and in order to have the
judgment based thereon reviewed it is neither necessary to file a motion
for new trial nor to secure an order dispensing with such motion. Such
a case is an exception to Supreme Court Rule 8.
Opinion by Mr. Justice Young. Mr. Justice Bouck and Mr. Justice Knous concur.
Damages; Motor Vehicles; Horses; Highways; Negligence. No. 14649.
Decided May 27, 1940. Rivers v. Pierce. County Court, Larimer
County. Hon. Arthur E. March, Judge. Affirmed.
In Department.
HELD:
1. Where owner of horses is driving herd along paved
highway from village to pasture and one is struck and killed by an
Annual Convention--ColoradoSprings, September 27-28, 1940
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automobile and it appears that driver of horses did nothing to get the
horse off the shoulder of the road when they saw the car coming,
owner of horse could not recover.
2. "While a motorist is required to exercise reascnable care to
avoid a collision with domestic animals on a highway, he is not an
insurer against injury to such animals, and if injury occurs which is
unavoidable, he is not liable."
3. Owner of horse must establish negligence of driver of car.
Opinion by Mr. Justice Bakke. Mr. Justice Knous and Mr. Justice
Burke concur.
Replevin; Chattel Mortgage; Pleading; Damages for Detention; Nominal Damages; Default. No. 14775. Decided May 27, 1940.
Barslund, et al. v. Anderson. District Court, Montrose. Hon.
George W. Bruce, Judge. Affirmed in Part and Reversed in Part.
En Banc.
HELD:
1. Replevin is a possessory action. Under defaulted
chattel mortgage, plaintiff is entitled to possession of goods.
2. Whether plaintiff holds property as owner or for purpose of
private or public sale is not involved in a replevin action.
3. Under code, in replevin action, court must find value of
property and if finding is for plaintiff, he is to have judgment for
possession and an alternative money judgment in case delivery can not
be had.
4. Since such findings are for benefit of plaintiff, defendant can
not complain of court's failure to enter alternative judgment.
5. Court could not give judgment by default to plaintiff for
possession of goods worth $300.00 and judgment for $300.00 for
the detention of same without having such damages properly pleaded
in the complaint. The judgment for damages must be limited to such
extent and amount as the well-pleaded facts in the complaint would
justify.
6. Nominal damages may be awarded without proof of actual
injury.
7. The showing made by defendants as to surprise, inadvertence,
or excusable neglect was not sufficient to entitle them to have the judgment by default set aside. Defendants are entitled to have set aside
that part of judgment for special damages because of the absence of
allegations of special damages, and this appears on the face of the
record.
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Appeal and Error. No. 14514. Decided June 17, 1940. Ginsberg,
et al. v. Bennett, et al. District Court, Denver. Hon. George F.
Dunklee, Judge. Affirmed. En Banc.
HELD: 1. Where Supreme Court considers a controversy on an
accounting and remands the case for further proceedings to determine
the propriety of the inclusion of certain items of expense in the account
submitted by the defendant, and where at such further hearing a new
statement is submitted, the accuracy of which is not questioned, and
where no new material further evidence is offered, and where every
question raised now was presented in plaintiffs' original briefs and motion for rehearing in the first appeal, no further consideration to them
will be given.
It is not permissible to resubmit questions previously decided
2.
in a former proceeding in error, since the opinion therein and the judgment entered in conformity therewith constitute "the law of the case,"
which must control.
Opinion by Mr. Justice Knous. Mr. Chief Justice Hilliard and
Mr. Justice Bouck not participating.

Mental Incompetents; Trusts; Wills; Evidence; Assignments; Consideration. No. 14543. Decided June 3, 1940. Foster, etc. v. Kragh,
et al. District Court, Weld County. Hon. Claude C. Coffin,
Judge. Reversed. En Banc.
1. The assignment of a time certificate of deposit, by
HELD:
owner while she was mentally incompetent, is invalid, although assignment took place prior to adjudication.
2. Where owner makes an assignment of such a certificate, in
consideration of the execution of a will establishing a life estate for her
benefit, and there is no evidence that trustee named in the will ever
assumed the trust relationship, there is a failure of consideration for said
assignment.
It was error for the Court to admit in evidence a copy of a
3.
will without a showing that it was properly attested, proved or shown
to be admitted for probate in any Court.
4. Where it appears that the trustee under the will, without
undertaking the responsibilities of the trust relationship, attempted, in
every way, to obtain the proceeds of the certificate and other property
for his own use and benefit, the law entitles the conservator of estate
of the incompetent (owner of certificate) to the funds on the ground
of failure of consideration.
Opinion by Mr. Justice Bock. Mr. Chief Justice Hilliard and
Mr. Justice Bouck not participating.
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